Greetings!

As we head into the holidays, I am reminded of a quote that my father loved by Ralph Waldo Emerson:

Do not go where the path may lead,
go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.

So cheers to you:
...to the dreamers.
...the rebels.
...the pioneers.
...the visionaries.
...the doers.
...the people getting it done and those who are hiring health advocates to revolutionize how health care is done.
...to the people who support and are growing the role of health advocacy.
...to the people whose lives are infinitely healthier because of health advocates.

Thank you for your support of WASHAA, for being part of our community. We look forward to a better, healthier 2018!

Here is to your good health,

Robin Shapiro and all the folks at WASHAA